The New Bedford Whaling Museum stewards one of the most important maritime Dutch and Flemish paintings and prints collections outside of the Netherlands. Many of these pieces straddle or were produced at the height of the Golden Age during the 17th century, in an extraordinary time of unprecedented wealth in Northern Europe.
Dutch artists arguably invented seascape painting, and were the first to specialize in this genre. As works of art shifted from the religious to the secular, and towards celebrating national and mercantile achievements rather than royalty, accessibility of subject themes to a broader audience within the Republic was a characteristic of Dutch painting during this this period. One in ten men was at sea at any given time, while others reclaimed land from its grasp in an agricultural landscape largely below sea level with complex dams, drainage, and windmill systems. The ocean was an essential part of Dutch life and the key to its economic and cultural wealth, its greatest asset and its greatest challenge.
From 1481-1579, most of what is now the Kingdom of the Netherlands was ruled under the Holy Roman Empire, governed by the Habsburg kings. Under the particularly harsh rule of Habsburg King Philip II of Spain, the provinces declared independence in 1579, although rebellions had been underway since the start of the "Eighty Years War" in 1568. During the Twelve Years Truce with Spain starting in 1609, the Dutch were extraordinarily prosperous, and the formation of what would become the Dutch Republic, a collaboration of provinces with their own representatives and stakeholders, was well underway.
The sea and seafaring shaped the Dutch collective identity. They were a political entity without precedence, and the art world followed the new cultural and societal models unique to the newly formed Dutch Republic. The Dutch were a dominant superpower in all things maritime, including worldwide trade, military strength, and whaling.
" [Dutch] pictures painted from the 1620s onward have long been celebrated for their verisimilitude, so much so that for most of the last 150 years the exact renderings of clouds and moist temperature, of waves and foam, and of the complexity of vessels and their tactics has been regarded as the primary content of the images." Lawrence Goedde The impact on human history was most dramatic from 1560 to 1720, during the Grindelwald Fluctuation (1560-1628), and the Maunder Minimum (1645-1720), when weather was its most unpredictable and Europe experienced its harshest winters. The resulting fluctuations of weather and ocean currents had impacts not only on Europe but globally, with varying degrees of significance.
For the Dutch, this shift in climate created some interesting advantages, as they were well equipped and geographically well positioned to exploit the changes, much unlike other European societies. The Dutch, being more reliant on industry and commerce than local agriculture, were already at an advantage. Other areas of the world already vulnerable from overpopulation, unstable governments, and lack of infrastructure suffered drought, famine, pestilence, and social and political chaos during dramatic changing weather patterns, raging storms, drought, and temperature swings. There are records of the harshest of winters ever remembered, of people freezing in their homes overnight, and birds falling frozen from the sky.
The Dutch had access to the Baltic farmlands as reserves for the more difficult winters, and were able to capitalize not only on the production of cash crops to sell to their less fortunate consumer market, but they also benefitted from the changes in sea currents, which shortened their trade routes to Asia and America. They were innovative in their solutions to changing weather patterns from using land and ice yachts to transport goods over frozen waterways and beaches, to using their nimble and shallow draft ships to access whales in the rich icebound Arctic whaling grounds off of Svalbard and Jan Mayen islands, where, for a time, they dominated the industry. In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, cool, wet weather helped the Dutch stave off offensives in the Low Countries by the Spanish, who were seeking to recapture the rebellious Dutch provinces. Later in the seventeenth century, shifting patterns of atmospheric circulation increased the frequency of winds from the east (easterly winds) in the North Sea, giving tactical advantages to Dutch fleets fighting with English and French flotillas for maritime supremacy.
Recent scholarship in this field has added a fascinating new layer of context through which to consider painting, industry, economy, and culture of the Golden Age. Dutch openness to innovation and their unique precocity allowed them to manipulate their own watery landscapes with dams, dikes, and wind power. Additionally, they designed ship modifications that maximized successful access to the Northern whaling grounds and lucrative global trade routes during the fluctuating climate of the Little Ice Age.
While there are, of course, many other factors to consider, there is no question that the climate fluctuations of the time perfectly coincided with one of the most culturally and economically lucrative eras in Dutch history.
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